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you will use that mind to speak…to express… to dance…to celebrate…

the master osho uses that perfect state of nomind mind to speak

hence his intelligence is superfine…

but he has to use the mind

he has not got a separate computer that he is speaking from

he is using this body mind

this emotion…translated into compassion

this mind…to the buddha mind of insightfulness

and he is speaking with utter clarity

mind can be used and should be used intelligently

and ego simply means identification with a process

disengage from the process then it is not ego…

but nomind…supermind…

do you understand ?

that is one part of the question you asked me

though i did not understand how it related 

to children and children growing up 

questioner     i have already received an answer

ha ha ha i never gave you anything !

you can use everything

just a source of how to use it

from what state of consciousness you are using it

that is the real question

if you have the state of vertical awareness

everything can be used as a device

everything !

this mind is very beautiful…it is a very delicate mechanism 

do not deny the mind…become a supermind

then that word is not egoistic…it is pure intelligence

you should know that you are not that

and that is a healthy ego

the supermind…that osho speaks on…

is a mind that has dissolved itself

and knows perfectly well that it is not the ego

that is the super ego…knowing

osho stated clearly that the mind can become supermind

once you attain to perfect stillness

you have attained to superconsciousness

it will filter through this bodymind

now it has become supermind

it is above this mind

and yet filters through the mind

osho as a master dissolved his ego into the super ego

hence he is a master

his mind has become so sharp

because of the quality of stillness

so he is a super egoist !

you see !

it is not an ugly word

detach and watch and it is a beautiful word 

be identified and you are living in misery…

so i do not understand what you felt i implied

because i say something… 

but you can translate it anyway you want

i am not against the ego

you can refine the mind…make it so intelligent…

but the tool for that mind is stillness                             

when you can stop the mind perfectly

then you can watch the mind

and the mind becomes your friend 
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